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I. Answer in Detail:
2x5=10
1. Justify the title of the lesson “Weathering the storm in Ersama”.
2. What message you get through the story „Weathering the storm in
Ersama‟.
II. Diary Entry:
5 Marks
Write a diary entry in about 100-120 words recounting your election
as vice captain of the achool.
III. Error correction:
5x1=5
A recently research shows that in moderation, a)----------------Coffee can be actually best for you and,
b) ---------------Pie stronger the coffee, the great are
c) ----------------the beneficial effects
For years, the focus on coffee has been in
d) ----------------Its potential adverse affects
e) ----------------IV. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate option: 5x1=5
1. Marita read the newspaper sitting a) ------------- the library. She
read about a woman b) ------- had climbed Mt.Everest. Marita said,”
Maybe, one day I c) ------------- climb it too”.
a) i) in
ii) the
iii) along
iv) on
b) i) which ii) whose
iii) who
iv) she
c) i) is
ii) was
iii) are
iv) shall
2. There is a general belief a) -------------- students that b)----------who write long sentences get most marks
a) i) in
ii)of
iii) among
iv) between
b) i) they
ii) those
iii) all
iv) them
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I. Answer in one word or sentence:
10x½=5
1. What is the duration of monsoon in our country?
2. What are the two branches of monsoon in India?
3. ------------ of the monsoon is a more gradual process.
4. What are the coldest months in the northern part of India?
5. Mahawat is important for the cultivation of ----------- crops.
6. Mention the other name for dusty storm in west Bengal.
7. The inflow of the ------------- into India brings about a total change
in the weather.
8. -------------- in the southern ranges of the khasi hills receives the
highest average rainfall in the world
9. ----------- is restricted to the Himalayan region.
10. The monsoon winds bind the whole country by providing water to
set the ------------ activities in motion.
II. Answer in Brief:
3x5=15
1. Define a) Burst b)Loo
2. Explain how do the monsoon retreat gradually from Indian
subcontinent.
3. What are the characteristic feature of the cold weather season?
4. What are monsoon “breaks”?
5. What happens when the low pressure-conditions, over northwestern India shifts to the Bay of Bengal by early November?
III. Answer in Detail:
1x5=5
1. Explain why do the south west monsoon attracted to India and its
consequences in Indian subcontinent.

